
FAIRY TALES
AND

CARTOONS

PAST SIMPLE



Complete the fairy tales’ names:
1. _____  BEAUTY

2. _____ AND THE BEAST

3. _____ WHITE

4. _____ PAN

5. _____ BOOK

6. _____ MERMAID

1. SLEEPING  BEAUTY

2. BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

3. SNOW WHITE

4. PETER PAN

5. JUNGLE BOOK

6. LITTLE MERMAID



In the story of Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs, how did the evil witch poison 

Snow White? 

Snow White fell into a deep sleep after eating the apple.



Who did Cinderella kiss on the ball?

Cinderella kissed Prince’s father.



Why was The Evil Queen jealous of 
Snow White?

Snow White was too beautiful.



In the classic version of Cinderella, how 
many stepsisters did she have? 

Her father fell in love with a woman with two selfish daughters.



What did the seven dwarves do for a 
living? 

The seven dwarves worked as diamond miners.



What was Peter Pan’s special ability?

He could fly.



Who was crazy about bananas?

Abu



What was Belle not allowed to do at the 
Beast’s palace?

She couldn’t enter some rooms.



Where did Mowgli fall in love at first sight?

By the river



Who asked Sebastian to keep an eye 
on Ariel?

King Triton was worried about his daughter.



How did Aladdin sneak the Genie lamp?

He snuck the lamp with the help of a flying carpet.



Where did Prince Philip run into Aurora?

In the forest



What city did Wendy and her brothers live in?

They lived in London.



Why did the witch turn the Prince into the 
Beast?  

It was a punishment for his cold-hearted and selfish behavior.



Why did Scar betray Lion King?

He wanted to rule the animal kingdom himself.



Why did Little Mermaid sacrifice her 
voice?

She was eager to become a human.



What was Timon and Pumba’s motto? 

Hakuna Matata



When did the wicked witch Maleficent 
curse Aurora?

At her christening. 



Who was Mowgli hypnotized by?

Python Kaa hypnotized Mowgli and wrapped him up in 
order to eat him.



What fairy tales are these characters 
from?

LITTLE MERMAIDJUNGLE BOOK ALADDINPETER 
PAN



What fairy tales are these characters 
from?

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
LION KINGSLEEPING BEAUTY



WELL DONE, EXPERTS!!!


